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It is known (see [5] ) that if u is a harmonic function on the unit ball B satisfying | IgradMMI^l-lxl 2 )^ < oo, P ^ p -n, JB then u(x) has a finite limit as x -> ^ along 7a(^,a) = {xe^; |x-^r<ap(;c)} for any a > 0 and any ^e 36' except those in a suitable exceptional set, where a ^ 1. Further it is known that this fact is best possible as to the size of the exceptional sets. We shall show in Theorem 1 that if u is a harmonic function on B satisfying the stronger condition: [ 
^,(\gmdu(x)\)(l-\x\
2 ) pn dx < oo JB and if \|/ is of logarithmic type (see condition (\|/i) below) and [vK^"
1 )]" 1^"1^"1^ < °°» ^en u is extended to a function which Jo is continuous on B u QB.
Next let us consider the case where
G= G^{x=(x\x^eR nl x R 1 ; |xT<^<!}.
In case a < 1, 6'a is not a Lipschitz domain. However, we will also find a positive function K(r) such that [Kdx] )]"^^) tends to zero as x -> 0, x e Ga; when K is bounded, u is shown to have a finite limit at the origin.
Further, we study the existence of (tangential) boundary limits lim u{x)
x^,xeT^,a,b)
Sit ^ e 8G except those in a suitable exceptional set, where T^,a,b) = {^^x\Xn>a\x' +fc|xT} with a ^ 0, b ^ 0 and an orthogonal transformation 5^. We note here that if G is a Lipschitz domain, then for any ^ 6 SG, there exist a^, fc^ 0, r^ > 0 and an orthogonal transformation 5^ such that 7a(^,^,fc^) n 2?(i;,r^) c 6', where B(x,r) denotes the open ball with center at x and radius r. If a == 1, then our results will imply the usual angular limit theorem.
Weighted boundary limits.
Throughout this paper, let \|/ be a nonnegative nondecreasing function on the interval (0,oo) satisfying the following condition:
(\|/i) There exists A > 1 such that A~^(r) ^ \|/(r 2 ) ^ A^(r) whenever r > 0.
By condition (\(/i), we see that v| / satisfies the so-called (Ag) condition, that is, we can find A^ > 1 such that
A^^r) ^ \|/(2r) ^ A^(r) for any r > 0.
For p > 1, set ^(r) = r^^). Since ^p(r)-^ 0 as r -^ 0, we may assume that ^p(O) = 0.
If T| is a positive measurable function on the interval (0,oo), then we define
where 1/p + 1/p' = 1.
In this paper, let Afi, M^, ... denote various constants independent of the variables in question. Further, we denote by B(x,r) the open ball with radius r and center at x.
Our first aim is to establish the following result, which gives a generalization of Theorem 1 in [6] . 
^). Suppose u is a function harmonic in a bounded
Lipschitz domain G in R"^ and satisfying
a finite limit at each boundary point of G.
Remark. -If ^(r) = r^" and ^ satisfies the additional condition:
For a proof of Theorem 1, we need the following lemma (see [6] , Lemma 1). Proof of Theorem 1. -Let u be as in the theorem, and let ^e8G. For a sufficiently small r > 0, by Lemma 1, we find that
for any x e G n 2?(i;,<7,.). LetO < 8 < 1. By condition (v|/i), we can find a constant A^ > 1 such that (2) ^vl^O") ^ ^0' 5 ) ^ ^s^W whenever r > 0.
Hence, from Holder's inequality we derive
a yip where f(y) = |grad«OQ| and F(r) = 'WOO^PO')) dy\ .
Condition (1) implies that the right hand side tends to zero as r -> 0, so that the left hand side is equal to zero.
On the other hand, if K^(O) < oo, then we see that sup \u(x)-u(Xr)\ tends to zero as r->0, which implies that u(x)
xe GnB(^,Oy)
has a finite limit at ^. Thus Theorem 1 is established.
The case G == G^ with a < 1.
If a < 1, then Ga is not a Lipschitz domain. However, we study the existence of boundary limits for u satisfying condition (1).
For simplicity, set 
JB,
As in the proof of Theorem 1, by use of Holder's inequality we establish
yip' where 0 < 8 < a < 1, K^(t, r) = s^0-"^ ^(s)-^^-1 d5 and
or a large integer 7(^70), set ^ = Ms 7 -a/(l~a) , where j'o and Ms > 0 are chosen so that rj -r,+i < p(X(rj)). Now we define Since M4 = info<«i(l -( a/(l-a) )/(l -t) > 0, we derive
From this fact we can readily find N > 0 with the required property. Thus {F^} is shown to satisfy the above condition.
We note here that
since § < a, and, by setting a(/) =^-l /< la > for simplicity,
Ja(j+k)
First suppose K^^(x) -> oo as x -^ 0. Then, since {F/} meets mutually at most N times, we obtain These facts imply that u has a finite limit at the origin.
Here we give a result, which is a generalization of Theorem 2. 
x-»0
if A:(x) is bounded, then u(x) has a finite limit as x -> 0, x e G^. for any a such that 0 < a < 1 ; and if K^ (r) LS bounded, then u(x) has a finite limit as x -> 0, x e G^ (a), /or any a such that 0 < a < 1.
Remark. -Proposition 2 is best possible as to the order of infinity in the following sense : if e > 0, | 3 > ap -a -1 and D is the half plane {(x, y); x > 0}, then we can find a harmonic function u on D which satisfies condition (4) with K (r) = r^ and (5) lim x-^Jx^r^O) = oo. f a is taken so large that -e + OQ < a <a^ then we see that u also satisfies (5).
Removability of the origin.
In this section we are concerned with the removability of the origin for harmonic functions satisfying condition (1) where 0 < 8 < 1. Consequently, it follows that limN(\x\)~1 u(x) = 0.
X-»0
Now our result is a consequence of a result in [I], p. 204.
Limits at infinity.
In this section, we discuss the existence of limits at infinity for harmonic functions on a tube domain T^={x = (x'^x") e R^ x R^^; \x"\ < 1}. This T{ is not generally obtained, by inversion, from G^. 
e T( ; and if K(r) is bounded, then u(x) has a finite limit at infinity.
For the study of the behavior at infinity, we do not think it necessary to replace p^"" by a more general function ^i(p(x)). The proof of this theorem is similar to the proofs of Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 ; but we give a proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof of Theorem 4. -For x e T^ take Xy e 7^ such that E(x,Xo) c= B(XQ, 1). Then, by Lemma 1, we have
where f(y) == | gradu(y)|. Hence Holder's inequality implies that
\JE(X,XQ)
where a > 0 and 0 < 8 < 1. If we note that follows that^^1
for any jo, which implies that the left hand side equals zero.
If K(r) is bounded, then u{x) is shown to have a finite limit at infinity.
Global boundary behavior.
In this section we are concerned with the global existence of tangential boundary limits of harmonic functions u on G satisfying (1). Our aim is to give generalizations of the author's results [5] , [6] . We consider the sets iii) If xeGn^.r^i), then E(x,x,) c= G H ^,r,.), p(x)+ |x-3;| ^ Mip(^) for any y e E(x,Xj) and
where /(^) = gradM(^)|. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain Proof. -First note that for 8 > 0, r^(r~1) ^ M^'v^s" 1 ) whenever 0 < s < r, on account of condition (v|/i). Hence, since p(x) ^ Mi|x-^r
